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Abstract. Academic and commercial802.11 hotspotsoften use an SSL

secured captive portal to authenticate dients. Captive portals provide 

good usability and interoperability, but poor security. After a captive 

portal has authenticated a dient, session hijacking and freeloading allow 

attackers to capture or use the dient's session. Freeloading does not 

require special tools and, surprisingly, is strengtherred by the ( widely 

recommended) use of personal firewalls. We propose and evaluate novel 

defenses agairrst these attacks, session id checking and MAC sequence 

number tracking, both of which are transparent to dients and do not 

require changes in dient computers. Experiments demonstrate that the 

proposed defenses are effective agairrst the mentioned attacks and have 

little overhead. 

1 Introduction 

Wi-Fi networks [1,2] provide an unprecedented combination of low cost, high 

bandwidth, and support for mobility. Consequently, they have become extremely 

popular, as evidenced by the recent 42%-a-year growth rate of the Wi-Fi chipset 

market [3]. Wi-Fi networks do have, however, a major weakness: poor security. 

Wi-Fi's original security scheme, WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy), has been 

demonstrated tobe easily broken [4,5,6,7,8]. 

Security has to be balanced with other requirements, such as usability and in

teroperability. In Wi-Fi networks, the relative importance of these requirements 

varies with application, as summarized in Table 1. Enterprise networks are in

stalled in companies or government offices and therefore require a high level of 

security, with mutual authentication between mobile stations and network at 

connection time and encryption and authentication of all user traffic after that. 

On the other hand, an enterprise usually can provide technical support to users 

and owns all equipment connected to its network. Consequently, security solu

tions that end users find difficult to instaU or configure or that are proprietary 

can be used in such networks. Home networks differ from ent erprise networks in 
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Table 1. The relative importance of security, usability, and interoperability in Wi

Fi networks varies according to application. In some cases, users prize usability and 

interoperability more than security. 

Wi-Fi Requirement 

Application Security Usability Interoperability 

Enterprise High Medium Medium 

Horne High High Medium 

Access Medium High High 

Open Low High High 

that they need to operate with little or no technical support. Therefore, security 

solutions for such networks have to be easy to install, configure, and use. Access 

networks using Wi-Fi are often deployed in locations such as universities and 

commercial hotspots. Their primary purpose is to provide Internet connectivity 

to users who are away from the respective offi.ces or homes. Access networks 

typically need to block unauthorized users, while interoperating with a wide 

variety of user-owned equipment and providing little or no on-site technical sup

port. Access networks usually do not attempt to secure user communication. 

At least in principle, local security would be either redundant, if the user uses 

end-to-end security protocols, such as IPsec [9] or SSL [10], or insuffi.cient, if 

the user does not use such protocols (local security cannot prevent attacks from 

occurring elsewhere on the user's communication paths) . Open networks need to 

interoperate with other equipment quickly, with minimal or no configuration or 

technical support, but do not provide any security. In theory, this mode exists 

only for initial equipment configuration and testing. However, nearly 70% of ex

isting production Wi-Fi networks actually operate in this mode [11]. This fact 

is contrary to what a designer might imagine or prefer, and shows that users do, 

in many cases, prize ease-of-use and interoperability more than security. 

There currently isn't a scheme that simultaneously provides high security, 

usability, and interoperability in Wi-Fi networks. Several solutions exist or are 

being developed for securing enterprise Wi-Fi networks, including IPsec, WPA 

(Wi-Fi Proteeted Access) [2], IEEE 802.1li [12], and a variety of proprietary al

ternatives. However, these solutions currently involve installation, configuration, 

or interoperation difficulties that make them poorly suited for home or access 

networks. 

Access Wi-Fi networks typically use MAC address filtering or captive por

tals to authenticate users, as explained in Section 2. These schemes are easy 

to understand and use and do not require special dient hardware or software. 

However, they can be defeated by MAC address spoofing, session hijacking, or 

freeloading attacks, as explained in Sections 2, 3, and 4. The latter attack was 

previously unreported. It requires no special tools, is strengthened by the (widely 

recommended) use of personal firewalls, and can easily go undetected. 

This paper contributes novel mechanisms for detecting and blocking session 

hijacking and freeloading attacks in access Wi-Fi networks. The proposed mech-
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Fig. 1. Captive partals are widely used for user authentication at universities and com

mercial hotspots, but they are vulnerable to session hijacking and freeloading attacks. 

anisms, session id checking and MAC sequence number tracking, are transparent 

to users and work well with default hardware and software configurations, which 

makes them well-suited for access applications. Experiments demonstrate that 

the proposed defenses are effective and impose little overhead. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses previously 

proposed security schemes for Wi-Fi networks. Section 3 describes session hi

jacking attacks and a novel defense agairrst them, session id checking. Session 4 

characterizes freeloading attacks and presents MAC sequence number tracking, 

a novel defense agairrst them. The new defenses are evaluated experimentally in 

Section 5 and discussed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes. 

2 Related Work 

MAC address fittering is a simple solution for authenticating users in an access 

Wi-Fi network. It consists in configuring access points so that they accept asso

ciation only of computers using certain MAC addresses. Most access points allow 

this type of configuration, and no changes are necessary in dient computers. 

Unfortunately, this solution is very insecure. Attackers can simply sniff the 

network to find the MAC address of an approved computer. Applications for such 

sniffing are freely available from the Internet ( e.g., ethereal). Attackers can then 

spoof their own MAC address tobethat of an approved computer. In Windows, 

several Wi-Fi drivers support MAC address spoofing from the control panel 

(e.g., Dell TrueMobile). Even if the driver does not support it, spoofing can be 

performed using the registry; an application that automates the process ( smac) 

is freely available from the Internet. In Linux, MAC address spoofing is enabled 

by the built-in command if conf ig ethXX hw ether XX: XX: XX: XX: XX: XX. 

Many networks combine MAC address filtering with suppression of access 

points' 802.11 beacon messages. This technique has limited value because user 

network traffic can still be picked up by sniffers. Some networks combine MAC 

address filtering with WEP (using static keys). This technique also has limited 

value, since attackers often can obtain the key by social engineering or by using 

freely available tools, such as airsnort or WEPcrack. 

Captive partals were first proposed in Stanford's SPINACH project [13]. They 

are widely used for user authentication in access Wi-Fi networks at universities 

and commercial hotspots. Captive portals require a special gateway between 

the Wi-Fi network and the rest of the network, as depicted in Figure 1. The 
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gateway allows unauthorized clients to use DHCP, ARP, and DNS for initial 

configuration. The gateway also redirects any Web requests from unauthorized 

clients to the network's captive portal. The captive portal is an SSL-secured 

Web page where unauthorized users enter their id and password. The captive 

portal may use a variety of back-ends for user authentication, e.g. Kerberos, 

RADIUS, or LDAP. The gateway drops any other traffic of unauthorized clients. 

After authentication, the captive portal authorizes the client to access the rest 

of the network. Authorization is clone by registering the client's MAC and IP 

addresses in the gateway. The captive portal typically also sends the client a 

session management page that contains a button for terminating the session. 

This page is usually displayed on a small pop-up window that is not used for 

browsing. Finally, the captive portal redirects the client to the page that the 

client had initially requested. 

Captive partals do not require special hardware or software configuration in 

client computers: most contemporary computers already have a Web browser. 

The Web-based interface is also very intuitive. Captive partals are significantly 

more secure than is MAC address filtering because they resist simple MAC 

address spoofing attacks. However, captive partals arestill vulnerable to session 

hijacking and freeloading attacks, as discussed in Sections 3 and 4. 

IPsec was proposed for securing access Wi-Fi networks in [14]. However, IPsec 

configuration and interoperation continue to be problematic. Recent Microsoft 

operating systems include a VPN (Virtual Private Network) client that imple

ments IPsec in a way that does not support nested secure connections (L2TP over 

IPsec transport mode). Ifthis VPN client is used for local security, it is not avail

able for secure end-to-end connections, which is unacceptable. Third-party IPsec 

clients can be used, but IPsec's excessive configuration options can be daunting. 

Moreover, IPsec currently omits several details that are needed for mobile access, 

such as methods for obtaining networking configuration parameters from a VPN 

gateway and support for legacy user authentication methods. These omissions 

are often supplanted by non-standard drafts or proprietary extensions. IKEv2 

is a future version of IPsec's IKE protocol that hopefully will resolve interop

erability problems. However, it will not address configuration problems, which 

continue to hamper the use of IPsec in access networks. 

r-:::::l 
L.::J ~ authentication 

(3) deauthenticate ~ ~ 
access 

(2) snoop point 

(4)spoofMAC r::::l ~ 
address ~ ~ DHCP config 

(6) free access 

Internet 

Fig. 2. Low-level 802.11 vulnerabilities allow a hijacker to gain control of a session of 

an authorized user. 
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PANS is a security scheme for access Wi-Fi networks that provides high se

curity [15]. However, it requires installation of non-standard software in client 

computers. Non-standard schemes that provide high security are also available 

from several vendors, including Cisco (LEAP). Proprietary schemes can be eas

ier to install and configure than is IPsec. However, it is highly desirable that 

access networks be able to interoperate with a wide range of client equipment; 

proprietary solutions preclude that , unless they become de facto standards. 

IEEE 802.1x [16] is enabling significant improvements in native Wi-Fi secu

rity, including WEP with dynamic per-session keys (not a standard, but sup

ported by Microsoft), WPA, and IEEE 802.1li. There are significant difficulties 

for adopting such schemes in access Wi-Fi networks. First, many details of these 

solutions have not yet been fully worked out and continue to change. Second, 

these solutions require the installation of new software, firmware, and possi

bly hardware in dient computers, and these modifications need to implement 

the same draft versions as those adopted in the network's access points and 

authentication servers. Third, ongoing improvements are creating a multitude 

of configuration options that could be confusing for end users. For example, a 

variety of schemes may be used for initial authentication (e.g., pre-shared keys, 

EAP-TLS, or PEAP); ifPEAP is used, many legacy user authentication schemes 

are possible ( e.g. , using passwords, one-time passwords, or tokens); and several 

packet encryption algorithms will soon be in use (e.g., WEP with dynamic keys, 

TKIP [2], and CCMP [12]). Resolution of these difficulties requires technical 

support at a level that typically is not offered in access Wi-Fi networks. 

3 Session Hijacking and Session ld Checking 

This section describes session hijacking and a new defense against it, session id 

checking. 

Session hijacking is illustrated in Figure 2. The hijacker snoops on the vic

tim's and the access point's MAC addresses. The hijacker then periodically sends 

to the victim disassociation or deauthentication notifications purported to come 

from the access point. According to the IEEE 802.11 standard, these notifica

tions are not authenticated and must be obeyed. They cause denial of service to 

the victim. (The notifications need to be periodically repeated because the vic

tim typically attempts to reauthenticate some time after the last notification.) 

The hijacker then spoofs his or her MAC address to be the same as the vic

tim's and obtains the victim's networking configuration from the DHCP server. 

(Alternatively, the hijacker gleans this information by sniffing network traffic 

beforehand.) Using the victim's MAC and IP addresses and other configuration 

parameters, the hijacker can then access the rest of the network without being 

authorized to do so. 

Session id checking detects and blocks session hijacking as follows. Cap

tive portals usually send to authorized clients a session management page on 

a small pop-up window. Session id checking (1) associates with this page a se

eure non-persistent cookie containing a cryptographically random session id of 
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address (7) ACK to peer 

Internet 

Fig. 3. A freeloader simply uses the MAC and IP addresses of an authorized victim. 

The victim also receives packets destined to the freeloader. These packets may elicit 

responses from the victim that disrupt the freeloader's communication, as shown. How

ever, personal firewalls inhibit such responses and enable both freeloader and victim 

to communicate reliably. 

sufficient length ( e.g., 128 or more bits); (2) tags the page with the directive 

http-equiv="refresh" and a certain period; and (3) secures the page with 

SSL. 

The refresh directive periodically causes the client's browser to request the 

captive portal to retransmit the page. Because the page has an associated cookie 

and is SSL-secured, each such request is accompanied by the cookie containing 

the client's session id and is also SSL-secured. 

The captive portal detects that an authorized client's session has been hi
jacked when, after an entire period, the captive portal has not received a refresh 

request with the client's IP address and session id. A hijacker cannot guess the 

victim's session id because it is cryptographically random, and cannot capture 

it by eavesdropping because its transmission is SSL-secured. The captive portal 

then blocks the hijacker's communication by unregistering the victim's MAC 

and IP addresses in the gateway between the Wi-Fi network and the rest of the 

network. 

4 Freeloading and MAC Sequence Number Tracking 

This section describes freeloading and a new defense against it, MAC sequence 

number tracking. 

The freeloading attack consists in spoofing a victim's MAC and IP addresses 

while the victim remains associated and communicating normally. In principle, 

freeloading would be expected to perform unreliably, because the victim also re

ceives packets destined to the freeloader and may react in ways that disrupt the 

freeloader's communication. This problern is illustrated in Figure 3. In this ex

ample, the freeloader sniffs the MAC address of an authorized victim and spoofs 

the freeloader's MAC address to be the same as the victim's. The freeloader 

then obtains the rest of the victim's networking configuration from the DHCP 
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Fig. 4. Freeloading causes interleaving of different senders' MAC sequence number 

trend lines 

server ( alternatively, the freeloader gleans this information by sniffing the net

work beforehand). After that, the freeloader opens a TCP connection with the 

usual three-way handshake (send a SYN segment, receive a SYN-ACK segment, 

and send an ACK segment). However, the victim also receives the SYN-ACK 

segment destined to the freeloader. Given that the victim does not know about 

this connection, the victim, following the TCP standard, sends a RST segment 

to the segment's source (i.e., the freeloader's peer). This aborts the freeloader's 

connection. 

If the victim and freeloader use personal firewalls, however, freeloading works 

reliably. Personal firewalls are widely recommended and quite common. For ex

ample, NIST recommends that all U.S. government employees use a personal 

firewall when on a Wi-Fi network [17]; the trade press makes similar recommen

dations to business users; and newer operating systems, such as Windows XP, 

often have a built-in personal firewall. A personal firewall typically allows the 

respective computer to respond only to packets that the firewall recognizes as 

part of a session initiated by that computer. Personal firewalls usually interpret 

other packets as attempts to fingerprint the respective computer's software or 

find vulnerable ports. Consequently, personal firewalls typically inhibit responses 

to packets that they do not recognize. In a victim computer, such packets include 

those that are actually destined to a freeloader. Thus, the victim and freeloader 

do not respond to or interfere with each other's communication. Because both 

freeloader and victim get access, freeloading may occur in collusion against the 

network's owner (e.g., commercial hotspot). 

MAC sequence number tracking detects freeloading by observing that IEEE 

802.11 frames contain a 12-bit sequence number that should increment by one 

for each new datagram sent, and remain the samein case of MAC-layer fragmen

tation or retransmission. Because of the tight timing constraints of MAC-layer 

acknowledgements and retransmissions, 802.11 sequence numbers are set and 

verified by network interface card (NIC) hardware or firmware. Rost software 

typically cannot set such numbers. 

Consequently, an access point or other device can detect freeloading by notic

ing that the MAC sequence numbers of successive packets with the same MAC 
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address form more than one trend line, as illustrated in Figure 4. One of the 

trend lines corresponds to the authorized dient, while other trend lines corre

spond to freeloaders. The detecting device blocks freeloaders' communication by 

unregistering the victim's MAC address in the gateway between Wi-Fi network 

and the rest of the network. 

Note that a simple jump in MAC sequence number is not a good criterion for 

detecting freeloading. Simple jumps occur also for other reasons, e.g. because a 

dient has moved out of range and then back in range, or interference has caused 

several datagrams to be lost. For robustness, we detect freeloading when the 

MAC sequence number returns from one trend line to the previous trend line. 

5 Experimental Evaluation 

We performed experiments for evaluating the proposed defenses and report in 

this section the results obtained. 

We used the testbed shown in Fig. 5. The access point is an IBM T30 1.8 

GHz PC with built-in Intersil Prism 2.5-based 802.1lb interface, running Linux 

2.4.20 and HostAP driver. We modified HostAP to support MAC sequence num

ber tracking. The captive portaljgateway and LDAP and test servers are Dell 

Dimension 4550 2.4 GHz PCs running Linux 2.4.20. We implemented session 

id checking on the captive portal, which also uses the Apache Web server. The 

LDAP server uses OpenLDAP. As dients, we used IBM T30, Dell, and Sony 

laptops, 5 Sharp Zaurus PDAs, and 10 Dell Dimension 8300 2.6 GHz PCs with 

a variety of Wi-Fi network interface cards (NICs), induding Linksys, Netgear, 

D-Link, Proxim Orinoco Gold, and Cisco Aironet 350. 

We tested session hijacking using a modified version of the airjack toolset, 

which is freely available from the Internet. We measured throughput using the 

ttcp benchmarking application between the test server and a test dient. Delay 

was measured by pinging the test server from a test dient and capturing packet 

times using Ethereal on the Wi-Fi network. Reported results are the average of 

five tries. 

In the first experiment, we had one of the test dients hijack the session of 

another test dient, after the captive portal authorized the latter dient's access. 

We verified that session id checking promptly detects and blocks session hijack

ing. We varied the refresh period of the session management page between 1 s 

and 10 s, and verified that this period controls the latency for detecting and 

blocking a hijacked session. 
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Fig. 6. Session id checking's impact on network throughput is quite low, especially at 
Ionger refresh periods 

In the second experiment, we measured the throughput between the test 

server and a test dient as the number of authorized clients varied, using session 

id checking but not MAC sequence number tracking, and for several different 

refresh periods. The results are shown in Figure 6. The curves show that session 

id checking decreases the network's throughput roughly in proportion to the 

number of authorized dients. This result is as expected, since each authorized 

dient adds the same amount of overhead traffic for refreshing the session man

agerneut page. The curves also show that the overhead increases as the refresh 

period decreases. This result is also expected, since a smaller refresh period re

quires the same amount of refresh traffic to occur in a shorter time interval. With 

15 authorized dients and 1 s refresh period, the measured network throughput 

overhead of session id checking was approximately 4%. 

In the third experiment, we measured the CPU utilization of the captive 

portalfgateway under the same conditions as the previous experiment, with a 

1 s refresh period. The results are shown in Figure 7. The curve shows that 

the CPU overhead of session id checking increases roughly in proportion to the 

number of authorized clients, as expected. With 15 authorized dients and 1 s 

refresh period, the measured CPU overhead was approximately 5%. 

In the fourth experiment, we measured the round-trip time (RTT) between 

a test dient and the test server, under the same conditions as the previous 

experiment. The RTT remained steady at an average of 2.4 ms with standard 

deviation of 0.3 ms as the number of associated clients varied between 1 and 

22. The same RTT was measured without session id checking. This shows that 

session id checking introduces negligible delay. 

In the fifth experiment, we had one of the test dients freeload on the session 

of another test dient, after the captive portal authorized the latter's access. We 

verified that MAC sequence number tracking detects and blocks freeloading as 

soon after the attack starts as the authorized dient sends another packet. 

In the sixth experiment, we measured the throughput between the test server 

and a test dient, using MAC sequence number tracking but not session id check-
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Fig. 7. Session id checking's impact on the captive portal's CPU utilization increases 

roughly proportionally to the number of authorized users (1 s refresh rate shown) 

ing. The throughput remained steady at 4.42 Mbps with a standard deviation 

of 0.06 Mbps as the number of authorized clients varied between 1 and 8. These 

measurements show that MAC sequence number tracking has negligible impact 

on network throughput. This is expected, since this defense is passive and does 

not add traffic to the Wi-Fi network. 

In the seventh experiment, we measured the round-trip time (RTT) between 

a t est dient and the test server, under the same conditions as the previous 

experiment. The RTT remairred steady at an average of 2.4 ms with standard 

deviation of 0.3 ms as the number of associated clients varied between 1 and 

8. The same RTT was measured without MAC sequence number tracking. This 

shows that MAC sequence number tracking introduces negligible delay. 

In the eighth and final experiment, we used both session id checking and 

MAC sequence number tracking. We verified that the defenses interoperate well 

and continue to be effective agairrst the mentioned attacks when used together. 

We also verified t hat they work well with all the Wi-Fi NICs mentioned above. 

6 Discussion 

It should be noted that neither of the proposed defenses can replace the other. 

Session id checking does not detect freeloading because the latter attack, unlike 

session hijacking, allows the victim to continue communicating and refreshing 

the session management page. Conversely, MAC sequence number tracking does 

not detect session hijacking because the latter attack, unlike freeloading, causes a 

simple jump in the MAC sequence number, without clearly delineating different 

trend lines. 

The network throughput and CPU overheads measured in the experiments 

suggest that session id checking would scale, as shown, up to about 200 autho

rized users. In larger installations, it would probably be necessary to partition 
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access points among several captive portals, or migrate session id checking to 

the access points, in order to handle the session id checking Ioad. 

Freeloading is ordinarily an access control violation. MAC sequence number 

tracking converts it into a denial-of-service attack. If access control is desired, 

this can be considered a good tradeoff: Much is gained by blocking unauthorized 

access and, given that Wi-Fi already has numerous other denial-of-service vul

nerabilities for which no good defense is known (e.g., jamming Wi-Fi frequencies 

or broadcasting deauthentication notifications), little is lost by introd ucing yet 

another way to achieve denial-of-service. On the other hand, in networks that 

do not need access control, the proposed defenses probably should be disabled. 

An attacker could attempt to thwart the proposed defenses by jumping from 

one victim to another as soon as the respective attack is detected. It is doubtful 

that such a strategy would be practical. First, the attacker would quickly run out 

of potential victims, given Wi-Fi's limited range and the typically low utilization 

of access Wi-Fi networks. Second, it would be difficult for such an attack to 

remain unnoticed, given the many victims that would suffer denial of service. 

Third, the attacker's IP address would keep quickly changing as the attacker 

jumps to each victim. It would therefore be difficult or impossible for the attacker 

to maintain connections, especially secure ones. 

The proposed defenses do not detect attacks using rogue access points. How

ever, there are several intrusion detection systems that can be used for such pur

pose and can be expected to interoperate well with the defenses proposed here. 

Commercially available examples of such systems include AirWave, Wavelink, 

AirMagnet, and AirDefense, among others. 

7 Conclusions 

Access Wi-Fi networks provide Internet connectivity to mobile users at locations 

such as universities and commercial hotspots. They need to block access by unau

thorized users and to interoperate with a wide range of user-owned equipment, 

but usually cannot provide users much technical support. As a result of these 

usability and interoperability requirements, access Wi-Fi networks often forego 

security improvements that are being used in other applications (e.g. , enterprise 

networks). Access Wi-Fi networks typically use a captive portal to authenticate 

users. Captive portals areintuitive and do not require special hardware or soft

ware. However, they arevulnerable to session hijacking and freeloading attacks. 

Freeloading is a previously unreported attack. It does not require special tools 

and can easily remain undetected. We proposed two novel defenses, session id 

checking and MAC sequence number tracking, against captive portals' vulner

abilities. These defenses are transparent to users and work with default dient 

hardware and software configurations, and therefore are well-suited for use in 

access Wi-Fi networks. Our experiments show that the proposed defenses are 

effective against the mentioned attacks and impose modest overhead. 
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